CIRCUS IS EXPECTED TOTRIVAL GREATEST SHOW ON EARTH'

Coach Helmdorf Scores 86 on Track Quizzes

Our readers, as well as many others of us who attended the Institute track meet, were pleased to see the victory scored by Mr. Helmdorf this week. Helmdorf, who has been competing in events at the track meet for the past few years, has shown great improvement in his running. He has consistently placed in the top three in the 100 and 200 meter dashes, and this week he managed to score 86 points, which is a new personal best. The next event on the agenda is the Nationals, where we hope to see Mr. Helmdorf continue his impressive form.

Price Five Cents

MANY STUNTS AND NOVEL ACTS READY FOR ANNUAL EVENT

Seven Fractions, Dorns and Thieves Will Participate

"Gentlemen, rise to the greatest show ever seen!" exclaimed Mr. Bigtop, the leader of the Circus Management, as he raised his handheld microphone to announce the start of the annual event. The crowd roared in excitement as the members of the Cirkus Committee, led by Mr. Bigtop himself, started preparing for the grand opening. The event promises to be a spectacle unlike any other, with a variety of acts that are sure to delight and amaze.

MORE ACTS ARE NEEDED

"We need more acts, more acts!" shouted Mr. Bigtop, his face flushed with excitement. Due to the immense popularity of the event, the committee is in urgent need of new acts to add to the already impressive lineup. The committee is actively seeking performers who are ready to showcase their talents and entertain the audience.

SYMPHONY HALL ABBREVIATION

"The Symphony Hall is abbreviated as 'S.'" was noted in the program. This is a common abbreviation used in notices and announcements.

CAL Executive Notice

"CAL Executive Notice" was noted in the program. This suggests that there might be a notice or announcement related to the College Activities League, which is a student organization.

T.E.N. FEATURES

PUBLIC SERVICE

Working Model of New Power Plant is on Display in Engineer's Room

The Public Service Institute number of the Tech Engineering News will be described in detail at a meeting to be held at Engineer's Room on Monday, March 29. The model is a scale model of a power plant that is being constructed by the Public Service Institute. The model is on display in the Engineer's Room for all to see and learn about the technology involved.

Parade Details

A special committee has been appointed to plan the parade. The committee is in charge of organizing the floats, music, and other details related to the parade. The committee is working hard to ensure that the parade is a success.

Future Events

A series of meetings and events are planned for the coming weeks, including discussions on the future of the Institute, new projects, and other important topics. Details will be announced in future issues of the Tech Engineering News.

In Summary

The Tech Engineering News is a student-run publication that covers a wide range of topics related to the Institute. It is a valuable resource for students, faculty, and alumni, and it plays a significant role in promoting the Institute's mission and values.

Price Five Cents